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Feds ease limits on big banks
Regulators softening post-recession statute designed
to rein in risky bets with depositors’ money
By EMILY FLITTER
AND ALAN RAPPEPORT
NEW YORK TIMES

Big banks are getting a big
reprieve from a postcrisis rule
aimed at curbing risky behavior
on Wall Street.

Federal bank regulators on
Wednesday unveiled a sweeping plan to soften the Volcker
Rule, a cornerstone of the 2010
law that was enacted after the
financial crisis to rein in risky
trading. The change would give
Wall Street banks more freedom

to make their own complex bets
— activities that can be highly
profitable but also leave them
more vulnerable to losses.
The rule, part of the broader Dodd-Frank law, was put in
place to prevent banks from
making unsafe bets with depositors’ money. It took five agencies
three years to write it and has
been criticized by Wall Street as
too onerous and harmful to the

proper functioning of financial
markets. On Wednesday, the
Federal Reserve proposed easing several parts of the rule and
four other regulators are expected to soon follow suit, kicking off a public comment period
that is expected to last 60 days.
The loosening of the Volcker
Rule is part of a coordinated effort underway in Washington to
relax rules put into place in the
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Cleanup effort begins

wake of the 2008 financial crisis. Big banks, emboldened by
President Donald Trump’s deregulatory agenda and a more
favorable political climate in
Washington, have begun pressing for changes to several postcrisis rules, including the Volcker Rule.
Regulators said Wednesday
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Pot art
festival
back in
county
Only 2nd marijuana
event in US to allow
anyone 21 and up in
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Police and Sonoma County Park Rangers walk through a homeless camp along Joe Rodota Trail west of Dutton Avenue on Wednesday. Authorities
are hauling away garbage and telling campers they must vacate the trail.

Camp cleared, people referred to area shelters
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

U

nder the watchful eyes of Santa
Rosa police officers and Sonoma
County park rangers, homeless
campers on Joe Rodota Trail spent much
of Wednesday taking down their tents
and tarps and packing their belongings
into cardboard boxes and black garbage
bags.
At about 8 a.m., police and rangers
notified trail residents they were camping illegally and needed to begin leaving

the area. The clearing of the trail will
continue today.
Meanwhile, crews started erecting
a chain-link fence, closing off the trail
from Dutton Avenue to Stony Point Road
in southwest Santa Rosa.
The dismantling of the Joe Rodota
Trail camp, which grew out of the April
19 eviction of the Roseland Village
homeless encampment, comes on the
heels of recent violence on the trails, including two unrelated stabbings and an
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Sonoma County Park Ranger Brandon Credo, right,
helps Nicholle Vanucci haul away bags of garbage
at a homeless camp on Joe Rodota Trail.

Kremlin critic turns up
alive in Ukraine after
arrest, apologizes to wife
By LAURA KING
AND SABRA AYRES
LOS ANGELES TIMES

MOSCOW — In a twist worthy
of a Russian novel, a prominent
Kremlin critic and journalist —
whose purported slaying a day
earlier in the Ukrainian capital
had prompted a wave of grief
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Russian journalist fakes death in sting
pose as his own corpse
and outrage — emerged
to give authorities their
alive and well Wednesbest chance to ensnare
day, with officials exthose who wanted him
plaining
they
had
dead.
mounted an elaborate
The episode illussting to foil a death plot
trated the climate of
against him.
pervasive lawlessness
The
journalist,
in Ukraine, the volatile
41-year-old Arkady Bab- Arkady
tensions between Russia
chenko, apologized to all Babchenko
and its former republic,
for the deception, first
and foremost to his wife, Olga. and the ongoing danger to those
Flanked by law enforcement of- who run afoul of the Kremlin.
But there was wide unease
ficials at a news conference in
Kiev, he said he had agreed to that the unusual decision to

High Times, the pioneering
marijuana media company, is
bringing its two-day cannabis
festival back to the Sonoma
County Fairgrounds this weekend and making local history in
the process.
The marijuana art and culture festival in Santa Rosa event
will be the second pot event in
the nation to allow anyone age
21 or older to buy and consume
marijuana on site, according
to High Times. Attendees don’t
need a medical marijuana recommendation, only identification proving they are at least
21 years old.
Other states like Washington
and Colorado legalized marijuana for recreational uses ahead
of California, but state lawmakers there have yet to allow onsite consumption at events.
“California is pushing the envelope with legalization,”said
Jon Cappetta, a publicist for
High Times, which is based in
New York City. “They’re exploring all the monetization options.
They’re allowing people to get
together and consume cannabis.”
The first event allowing recreational consumption was another High Times festival the weekend of May 4 in Sacramento.

stage a journalist’s death could
muddy the waters when it comes
to claims and counterclaims
about similar — real — cases.
Kiev has been the scene of a
number of unsolved killings of
journalists and dissidents.
At the news conference, the
head of the Ukrainian security
service, Vasily Gritsak, said the
agency hatched the operation
after it became aware of an attempt to target the journalist,
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